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Background: As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, a national decision was made to remove all medical students from clinical environments resulting in a major disruption to traditional medical education. Our study aimed to explore medical student perspectives of professional identity formation (PIF) during a nationally unique period in which there was no clinical training in medical undergraduate programs.

Methods: We interviewed fifteen UBC medical students (years 1-4) regarding their perspectives on PIF and the student role in the setting of the COVID-19 pandemic. Data were analysed iteratively and continuously to create a codebook and identify themes of PIF based on interview transcripts.

Results: We identified three key themes: (1) Medical students as learners vs contributing team members (2) Decreased competency as a threat to identity and (3) Doctors as heroes.

Conclusions: The impact of disruptions due to COVID-19 catalyzed student reflections on their role within the healthcare system, as well as the role of self-sacrifice in physician identity. Simultaneously, students worried that disruptions to clinical training would prevent them from actualizing the identities they envisioned for themselves in the future. Ultimately, our study provides insight into student perspectives during a novel period in medical training, and highlights the unique ways in which PIF can occur in the absence of clinical exposure.
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Abstract

Background: As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, a national decision was made to remove all medical students from clinical environments resulting in a major disruption to traditional medical education. Our study aimed to explore medical student perspectives of professional identity formation (PIF) during a nationally unique period in which there was no clinical training in medical undergraduate programs.

Methods: We interviewed fifteen UBC medical students (years 1-4) regarding their perspectives on PIF and the student role in the setting of the COVID-19 pandemic. Data were analysed iteratively and continuously to create a codebook and identify themes of PIF based on interview transcripts.

Results: We identified three key themes: (1) Medical students as learners vs contributing team members (2) Decreased competency as a threat to identity and (3) Doctors as heroes.

Conclusions: The impact of disruptions due to COVID-19 catalyzed student reflections on their role within the healthcare system, as well as the role of self-sacrifice in physician identity. Simultaneously, students worried that disruptions to clinical training would prevent them from actualizing the identities they envisioned for themselves in the future. Ultimately, our study provides insight into student perspectives during a novel period in medical training, and highlights the unique ways in which PIF can occur in the absence of clinical exposure.

Résumé

Contexte : En réponse à la pandémie de la COVID-19, la décision a été prise de retirer les étudiants en médecine des milieux cliniques à l’échelle nationale, ce qui a entraîné une perturbation majeure de l’enseignement médical traditionnel. Notre étude visait à explorer les opinions des étudiants en médecine sur la formation de l’identité professionnelle (FIP) au cours de cette période unique marquée par l’absence de formation clinique dans les programmes d’études médicales pré-doctorales.

Méthodes : Nous avons sondé quinze étudiants en médecine de l’Université de Colombie-Britannique (1re à 4e année) pour recueillir leur point de vue sur la FIP et sur le rôle des étudiants dans le contexte de la pandémie. Les données ont été analysées de manière itérative et continue afin de créer une liste de codes et de dégager les thèmes en rapport avec la FIP à partir des transcriptions de ces entretiens.

Résultats : Nous avons identifié trois thèmes clés : (1) les étudiants en médecine, en tant qu’apprentis versus en tant que membres actifs d’une équipe (2), la diminution des compétences comme menace pour l’identité et (3) les médecins comme héros.

Conclusions : L’impact des perturbations dues à la COVID-19 a suscité chez les étudiants une réflexion sur leur rôle au sein du système de santé, ainsi que sur le rôle de l’abnégation dans l’identité du médecin. Parallèlement, les étudiants craignaient que les bouleversements de la formation clinique les empêchent de concrétiser leur identité professionnelle telle qu’ils l’envisageaient. En somme, notre étude donne un aperçu des réflexions des étudiants au cours d’une période inédite de la formation médicale et met en évidence les façons uniques dont l’identité professionnelle peut se construire en l’absence d’exposition clinique.
Introduction

The concept of professional identity refers to the ways in which an individual understands themselves to be a part of their professional community.\(^1_2\) Within medicine, professional identity formation (PIF) is hence the active process of internalizing those ideals, values, and skills associated with being a physician and a means of socialization into participation in the work of physicians.\(^3_4\) Medical education literature has increasingly recognized the development of professional identity as an important aspect of medical student training, and has described PIF as a process that is complementary to the behaviors and abilities targeted by competency-based training.\(^4_5\)

Different frameworks have been developed to conceptualize how medical students develop their professional identity.\(^6_7\) Socialization has been centered as a fundamental driver of PIF on the “collective level”, however PIF also occurs on the individual level through personal psychological development.\(^7\) Jarvis-Selinger et al. provide a framework for identity formation whereby medical students pull meaning about identity from specific observations, or “foci,” in their environment (e.g., interactions between physicians and patients).\(^7\) Under this framework, “catalysts” represent stimuli (e.g., prior conversations, learning events) which provoke medical students to consciously think about professional identity as they move through their education. Ultimately, immersion in clinical experiences, specifically being involved with caring for and/or having responsibility for patients, has been framed as one of the key components to facilitate these different pathways towards identity formation. By providing opportunities to facilitate social learning and reaffirm one’s competency, the experience gained from being in clinical environments becomes foundational to the developing identity of medical trainees.\(^5_6\)

In March 2020, COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic. Within days, for a variety of reasons, all Canadian medical schools made the difficult decision to temporarily remove medical students from all clinical environments.\(^8\) Pre-clerkship students transitioned to online learning for didactic lectures, small groups, and clinical skills sessions. Clerkship students were removed from their clinical rotations mid-block, and this was replaced with an independent research block. Given these understandings of identity formation, it is clear that the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting disruptions have the potential to impact many mechanisms traditionally framed as key to medical student PIF; this has resulted in calls in the literature for pandemic-focused inquiries into medical student PIF.\(^9_11\)

A previous qualitative study identified evidence of ongoing medical student PIF during the pandemic but suggested that traditional forms of socialization may have changed due to disruptions to clinical education.\(^12\) While their study provides perspective on medical student coping and adaptation processes during the pandemic, questions still remain as to what insights into their identity and process of PIF medical trainees may have pulled from their experiences. Specifically, how have pandemic-related disruptions impacted the ways in which students view themselves, their training, and ultimately their conceptualization of doctors?

While the COVID-19 pandemic is notable for its global involvement, public health crises are an expected aspect of healthcare which will continue to develop in different contexts or scopes. There is a need for further documentation and exploration of the pandemic’s effect on medical student identity, which can guide forms of support both in the ongoing pandemic and for analogous disruptions in the future. Furthermore, the interruption of clinical involvement, alongside a large-scale health crisis, provides a seldom available lens through which to study medical student identity formation and may allow for identification of similarly novel perspectives that deepen our overall understanding of medical student identity formation. The goal of this study is to explore medical student PIF during a period of time shortly after the complete cessation of clinical experiences.

Methods

Study design and methodology

We used a qualitative description approach.\(^13\) We chose this methodology based on the study’s focus on naturalistic inquiry, and its purpose to produce a descriptive summary of the data as opposed to theory generation.\(^13\)

This study was approved by the UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board (H20-01053).

Setting

This study was conducted within University of British Columbia’s four-year undergraduate medical program. This academic medical program is distributed across four regional campuses. The first two program years are mostly classroom-based with clinical exposure through weekly half-days in community family physicians’ offices. Years 3
and 4 students are mostly clinically-based with students participating in community- and hospital-based clerkships.

Sampling and recruitment
Participant recruitment occurred between May and June 2020. We invited student participation in the study via email as well as a private Facebook group that included all students from each program year. Participants provided written informed consent for study participation.

Initially, we identified participants via convenience sampling and conducted interviews with the first six students who responded. These students were mostly from years 2 and 3. We then gathered a more purposive sample by sending study invitations to medical students who held leadership positions in either student government or student-led volunteer initiatives related to COVID, or years 1 and 4 students, who were underrepresented in our study at the time.14 Nine additional interviews were arranged based on these recruitment strategies. We did seek equal representation from all program years however we were only able to recruit a single 4th year student.

Data generation
We developed an interview guide based on our own experiences as students, as well as existing literature on professional identity formation (Appendix A).15 Each of three researchers (JWY, MS, HS) conducted a short pilot interview with a medical school colleague, and we made adjustments to the guide after debriefing our experiences.15,16 We did not include these interviews in the final analysis. We used an iterative process in which we conducted interviews, reviewed them, made small changes to the interview guide, then generated more data.

Fifteen semi-structured individual interviews were conducted by either JWY, MS, or HS via Zoom conference calls. The interview length ranged between 25 and 45 minutes. No honorarium or other incentives were provided to participants. We audio-recorded interviews and transcribed verbatim.

Data analysis
We used a conventional content analysis approach to analyze the data. An initial round of open coding was performed in order to identify broad topics covered in interviews.17,18 Researchers met regularly to discuss emerging ideas within the interviews, and also made sure to read each new transcript as they were being produced. We made adjustments to the interview guide iteratively in order to address topics which appeared to be significant across multiple interviews.17 Furthermore, these discussions allowed the primary researchers to assess whether new ideas were continuing to develop with further data collection. After 15 interviews we noted that similar topics were discussed across multiple participants and no substantively new topics had been introduced. Based on this process, we decided that we reached data saturation.19,20 For coding we used the NVIVO program, version 12.5.

To facilitate further analysis after open coding, the researchers developed a coding manual which would be used for second-cycle coding.17 We created individual codes based on discussion about the most impactful categories we identified from the data analysis, as well as concepts about professional identity formation established in the literature.17 In comparison to the initial round of descriptive codes, these second-cycle codes were meant to represent more significant themes that more specifically addressed our research question.17 JWY re-coded all the transcripts using the new codebook.

We then rearranged content from second-cycle coding into higher-level concepts that represented the themes presented in this paper. Researchers met regularly to develop these themes, with any disagreements being handled by discussion until consensus was reached.

Reflexivity/rigor
JWY, HS, MS are all medical students enrolled in the same program as the participants in the study; they moved through both second- and third-year curriculum during the course of this study. They thus occupied similar roles as the interview participants, and measures were taken to address reflexivity related to these positions.21 These included: having consistent group meetings, discussing our own expectations, experiences, and potential biases related to the study, reviewing findings with a supervisor who is not a medical student themselves, and having the lead researcher (JWY) keep a memo book of reflections throughout the project.22-24 All participants were informed of the researcher’s medical student background prior to conducting interviews. Having an ‘insider’ perspective as students provided a unique perspective and an ability to identify areas of relevance and interest to ourselves and our peers. MH is a practicing family physician, qualitative researcher and holds a leadership role in the medical program. SJS is a PhD trained educational researcher, the former director of curriculum for the MD Undergraduate Program and the current Academic Associate Dean in the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences.
Findings
A total of 15 students were interviewed, with demographics as outlined in Table 1.

Table 1. Gender and year of study of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Year of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Year 1 (MSI-1) 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Year 2 (MSI-2) 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not disclose</td>
<td>Year 3 (MSI-3) 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year 4 (MSI-4) 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theme 1 – Medical students as learners vs. contributing team members
Participants described ways in which the pandemic acted as a catalyst to understanding their own identity as medical students. Specifically, participants reflected on the importance of utility in their sense of self, and what it means to 'contribute' as medical trainees and as members of the health care team.

The decision to pull medical students from clinical environments was described as an experience that prompted participants to reevaluate their role within the healthcare team. As an example, one third-year student described how the decision seemed, at first, to undermine their identity as "core" (P8) team members.

I think at the end of the day, my thoughts on it have evolved. At the beginning it was a sense of - why? Why not have us there? We can do things that should help out...The faculty – they talk a lot about us being a part of the team. We’re core members as well. We can do something. And when we were taken out, I guess there was a sense of – I don’t want to say that our value was not as meaningful as we thought it would be, but I think there were just risks. (Participant 8, MSI-3)

Participants often distinguished between being a 'learner' versus being a 'contributor'. For another student, also in third year, being pulled from clinical practice led them to more strongly identify with being a learner.

I just assumed that my role from here on out would always be in the hospital setting...When we were asked to leave – I don’t think I was ever upset, but I think I was just a little bit uncertain as to where they felt our role fits in...I have realized more and more, with time, that...that our role, first and foremost, is as a learner in the hospital setting... I think that was just proven more so with the pandemic. Realizing [that] if I was in a hospital right now I would probably just add additional work to the preceptors. (Participant 11, MSI-3)

While participants from all cohorts universally acknowledged their clinical limitations, students in clerkship years were the only ones to describe feelings of tension towards their place as learners or contributing clinical team members, in response to being pulled from clinical settings. Participants in pre-clerkship years largely felt that the decision to remove students from clinical practice was in line with their own views of themselves as students having limited utility. For them, the experience was described more as an affirmation of medical student identity, rather than a challenge to it.

I think [the pandemic] has probably just reaffirmed what I thought before. We are often not there providing the best possible front-line care from a medical sense, but there are other things we can do." (Participant 1, MSI-2)

Theme 2 – Decreased competency as a threat to identity
Participants frequently brought up the pandemic's impact to their training, as well as concerns about related impacts to their clinical competency. Beyond the feeling of how being removed from clinical sites impacted personal feelings of competency, this disruption to medical aptitude was seen to be inexorably linked with professional identity in two ways; it impacted participants' abilities to feel like medical students in the moment, while also threatening their capacity to become the types of physicians they envision themselves to be in the future.

Training in clinical setting was seen as more than just an effective way to gain proficiency; it was often described as the defining characteristic of practicing as, and hence being, a healthcare trainee. As one student put it, "real medicine is going in and actually doing it, not reading off a book" (Participant 5, MSI-3). Some participants felt they had lost a defining component of their medical student identity when they were unable to develop, and demonstrate, their clinical competency in-person.

I just feel like a regular student now, really even like undergrad...it doesn’t really feel any different from any other program at this point. Until I get back into the clinics, I think I’m not going to feel like it’s really med. (Participant 13, MSI-1)

Fears surrounding decreased competency were strongly tied to participants’ visions of themselves. Sometimes this was an inward dynamic, with students questioning
whether they would see themselves as competent. For example, lower-year students often wondering whether the pandemic would prevent them from becoming adequate clerks entering third year. Other students looked further ahead, and questioned whether impact their ability to become “the best resident you possibly can be” (Participant 4, MSI-2) or ultimately "be competent physicians” (Participant 9, MSI-3).

Participant concerns could also be more outwardly oriented, with students wondering whether they would be perceived as competent by others. Sometimes the focus was on informal interactions with colleagues: “I worry that I’ll look pretty ignorant” (Participant 14, MSI-1). Third-year students were particularly concerned with the “looming” (Participant 10, MSI-3) prospect of residency matching, and whether they would be seen as adequately competent along more formal identity transitions.

One participant outlined the interconnected nature between training opportunities, internally feeling competent, and externally being seen as competent by others.

The more time you have in clerkship, the more chance that you’ll do better in fourth year, and get better reference letters...So that kind of worries me too...it’s like ‘how good will I be in third year? How good will I be in fourth year? And will I get into the residency that I wanted?’ Because this has affected so much of my plans. (Participant 4, MSI-2)

Theme 3 – Physicians as heroes
Participants described how the pandemic gave them a new understanding of doctors as altruistic practitioners. As students discussed their developing understanding of the ‘physician as hero’, they also reflected on the implications of this dynamic to their personal lives and values.

Many of the experiences which contributed to students’ changing perspectives were described through non-clinical forms of socialization. Living with family members working as physicians, talking with research supervisors, consuming news stories, and exposure to social media posts were collectively cited as experiences contributing to students’ evolving outlook on physician identity.

You hear on the news how some doctors, they had to say goodbye to their kids for a few months while they were helping out in the hospital...Those sacrifices that never crossed my mind before this whole pandemic. So after Coronavirus, I recognize that there’s a lot more to being a physician. And it can affect your personal life in that sense. (Participant 12, MSI-1)

Some students expressed a tension between the premise of heroic physicians and other aspects of their identity. For one student, witnessing doctor’s continue practice during the pandemic had brought out a conflict between the ideal, self-sacrificing physician and their own identity as a child or future parent.

I have always had this impression of a physician as someone who is very selfless...But now I am realizing that there are very real consequences for that. And I am a very family-oriented person...Obviously I want to be that altruistic physician – but also, I don’t want to put the people I care about in danger. (Participant 4, MSI-2)

The pandemic had also given some students insight into physician identity as seen from the public perspective. In other words, how the community sees doctors as opposed to how doctors see themselves. Students emphasized the roles of responsibility and self-sacrifice in the media portrayal of physicians in the pandemic. For one student, the media’s portrayal of physicians as heroes was in conflict with their own boundaries of physician responsibility.

There was almost this painting of it as ‘oh you’re heroes’...and that didn’t sit too well with me to be honest. Because it’s setting up this narrative that it’s okay that [physicians] had to risk their lives...If you told me that I had to go and intubate without proper PPE, I don’t know, I’d be hesitant...I look at that [dynamic] and I go - if that’s going to be what the future climate looks like, I’m going to end up having some struggles down the road with figuring out how I want to navigate that. (Participant 10, MSI-3)

For some participants, physician altruism during the pandemic was a dividing line between student and physician identities. The apparent lack of medical student self-sacrifice was seen as highlighting their place as trainees, and ones that are separate from the inner physician community.

I sometimes feel a little bit guilty...My parents work in hospitals that have COVID outbreaks...and seeing how that has affected them, and just their emotional stress, and how much more on edge they are - I feel guilty knowing that my biggest worry right now is, you know, waking up for CBL [case-based learning] and staying on top of my work. (Participant 6, MSI-1)
Discussion

This study was able to identify influences on medical student PIF which were brought about by pandemic-related disruptions to clinical education. Within existing literature, we are aware of only two qualitative studies to explore medical student PIF during COVID. A major focus of the first study was students’ exploration of their roles in non-clinical environments; the second study explored student experiences on clinical placements as medical student healthcare assistants. Our study complements their findings by further exploring the larger theme of student-as-contributor when students were not able to participate clinically. Under this framework, students’ exploration of their non-clinical roles and simultaneously questioning of their place within the healthcare team both represent attempts to navigate their professional identity as a contributing student under seemingly limiting circumstances.

Literature on medical student PIF often differentiates between a student’s identity as a learner versus a care-providing physician. Our findings are notable because they demonstrate ways in which medical students have adopted the service-focused aspect of physician identity during early stages of their education. While students may be well aware of their clinical limitations, their drive to find utility may remain a dynamic which should be recognized throughout all stages of medical training.

Current literature on PIF oftentimes centers role-models and experiential education as the primary forms of medical student socialization. Despite the fact that medical students temporarily found themselves separated from both of these factors, previous literature has suggested that socialization continued without clinical experiences, and did so through forms that are different than what is traditionally described in PIF models. Our findings provide support for this idea, as we were able to identify many forms of socialization that were both non-clinical and occurred in the absence of face-to-face interactions. Experiences involving social media and news coverage were the specific situations most commonly cited, although they were not the only ones. The decision to withdraw students from clinical settings was itself seen as a form of implicit communication from the faculty body; it conveyed messaging about the student’s role as learners and not as vital members of the health care team even if that was not the explicit purpose. Notably, early discussion about pulling students from clinical practice predicted this type of messaging as a possible consequence of the decision; our study now provides evidence in support of that prediction. Together, these findings represent novel, oftentimes overlooked, mechanisms of socialization that emphasize the diverse ways in which PIF can occur.

One notable finding of our study involved the physician-as-hero archetype, and how it relates to students' experience of their physician identity. Heroism has been noted as one of medicine’s foundational narratives and has drawn critique from recent literature for its potential to act as a barrier to patient-physician communication, and also for its roots in a patriarchal or militaristic model of medicine.

In our study, physician heroics were communicated through forms of public media, a dynamic which has been noted previously. We identified conflicts between personal identities (e.g., being a family member) and the notion that being a doctor means engaging in heroic self-sacrifice and even knowingly placing oneself in harm’s way. Many of the situations students expressed anxiety around could be described as work-family conflicts, which is the sense of incompatibility between these two roles and also an experience closely associated with physician burnout. These findings emphasize that the development of professional identity does not occur in isolation. Rather, students must navigate their developing understanding of what it means to be a physician with their pre-existing values and identities. While some literature does exist which addresses the interplay between professional and personal identities in medicine, literature on PIF largely focuses on medical identities in isolation. Further research is needed to parse out the intersectional ways in which medical students experience PIF. In the context of our study, further work could specifically explore how medical students have experienced the pandemic differently based on other aspects of their identity, and how their perspectives may have evolved over time.

This study was conducted with medical students at a single Canadian university, and at a specific time point during the COVID-19 pandemic’s trajectory. Although the decision to pull Canadian medical students from clinical settings was largely shared across the country, the experiences of our participants will still be region-specific and may be less generalizable to those in other geographic regions or other medical programs. Regarding the demographics of our interview pool, we note that our study did recruit less women than men (five women, nine men, one did not disclose). We managed to recruit equal total numbers of students from pre-clerkship and clerkship years, and our
findings suggested there were distinct perspectives from these groups. However, we only included one 4th year student, and this limited our ability to comment on differences in perspectives between 3rd and 4th years of study specifically.

**Conclusion**

This research explores medical student PIF during a unique time when clinical experiences were halted due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The novel situations which students found themselves in prompted new insights into their identities as contributing team members, as well as future physicians with professional responsibilities. As medical trainees, the impact to clinical training was perceived as a threat to students’ abilities to become the version of themselves they envisioned in the future. Despite the absence of exposure to clinical settings, socialization continued through unique avenues such as social media posts, news coverage, and implicit messaging of Faculty and program decisions. Avenues of further research include continuing to explore the role of large scale events in precipitating medical student PIF, as well as the relationship between medical and non-medical identities in this process.
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Appendix A: Interview guide

General questions

- Can you briefly walk me through your experience with the COVID-19 pandemic to date? From when you first started hearing about the virus, when you started to take it more seriously, and how it has been affecting you now?
  - I was wondering if you could describe, in broad strokes, what the last few months have looked like for you? And felt like for you?
- “Feeling like a doctor”: Frame as a spectrum, or a gradual process
  - To what extent do you feel like a doctor? Has that changed over time?
  - What sort of experiences make you feel more like a doctor?
    - How has COVID affected those experiences?

Bring up the distinction we might feel between our ‘medical’ and ‘non-medical’ parts of our lives:

- How connected have you felt to the medical community, and that medical part of your life, since classes transitioned online?
- NOTE - some students will be on summer break, so we might have to ask them to think back to when they were still in class.

Current experience

Role of medical students in COVID pandemic

- What is the role of medical students in the ongoing pandemic?
  - What is the role of medical students, generally?
- How do you feel about occupying that role?
  - We often have external bodies, committees, giving us explicit descriptions of our roles, and what we can or cannot do. And those roles may or not line up with what we feel we, as individuals, should or could be doing. I was wondering whether you feel that

Changes to curriculum/program delivery

- How have you been affected by not having clinical experiences? What has that felt like?

Implications for the future

- Has the COVID pandemic changed your outlook on working as a physician in the future?
  - Have your thoughts on potential career paths been affected by watching the pandemic unfold?
- What has it been like watching this play out as a medical trainee, knowing that you may potentially be in a similar position yourself, either as a student or physician?
  - Has the pandemic given you any new perspectives on the concept of ‘risk’ as a physician?